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Value Streams
Machine Learning

Inbound Mail Automation
Business Document Design & Delivery

Digital Business Transformation
Adaptive Case Management

Enterprise Mobile Platform
Omni Channel Experience

Blockchain Secure



Ladies and Gentlemen! 

Markets and businesses grow and shrink in cycles. Each of those cycles brings something new that eventually changes 
the world we live in, quite naturally. It might seem that within those cycles we must constantly modify our business 
strategy to be competitive. However, we propose a strategy that encompasses these cycles and enables the business 
to succeed regardless of trends. This approach not only makes the business more resilient but also more predictable.

It is well documented that such businesses survive better and even thrive in times of radical change. These businesses 
benefit from a flexible staff that embraces a goal-achievement culture rather than rigid planning. Catastrophic events 
happen when the rigid planning prohibits the adaptation to constant change. 

This perspective has been at the core of our own long-term strategy in our solution portfolio. Rather than ‘destroy 
and rebuild’ applications to deal with change, we empower the business and its professionals to create content and 
processes as flexible business resources that evolve over time. Changes in markets, demographics or regulation do 
not require big projects but become business as usual.

The Papyrus Platform and its Business Designer represent a Process and Content Hub that performs goal-achieving 
Value Streams. These solutions are mobile-enabled for enterprise use and require less than 20% of project manpower 
and elapsed time.

Please join us at the our Open House and User Conference 2020 to hear and see for yourself how Papyrus Software 
can make your business resilient and adaptable. 

Max Pucher 
CTO, Papyrus Software

Annemarie Pucher 
CEO, Papyrus Software

CONFERENCE 
OVERVIEW:

English language German language

Sunday, 26 April Monday, 27 April Tuesday, 28 April Sunday, 26 April Monday, 27 April Tuesday, 28 April

Opening Event 17.00 17.00

Conference Sessions 9.00 - 14.30 9.00 - 15.30

Management Circle Seminar 9.00 - 17.30 9.00 - 15.00 9.00 - 17.30 9.00 - 15.00

Workshops 11.00 - 17.30 13.30 - 16.30 11.00 - 16.30 10.00 - 15.00

Solution Showcase 9.00 - 18.00 9.00 - 18.00 9.00 - 18.00 9.00 - 18.00

Customer Case Studies 12.30

Analyst Session 12.30

Ask the Expert Session 17.30



HOT TOPICS
2020

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION ROADMAP
A digital communication platform brings maximum value when used 
as a central hub. Spanning across physical and digital, it drives customer 
experience with support for high-volume output, interactive communi-
cations and real-time digital messages with feedback loop. Overcome 
digital transformation challenges by taking a strategic approach! Unify 
document templates, allow for creative layouts by business users and 
deliver in an end-to-end process with real-time dashboards capturing 
all events in a hub.
 
A COCKPIT FOR END-TO-END JOB MANAGEMENT
Papyrus provides tracking, tracing, monitoring and interacting with 
all enterprise-wide jobs, performing task management, starting with 
receiving the data and routing it through stages for final multi-channel 
delivery.
 
ENTERPRISE MOBILE PLATFORM
Enterprise Mobility is at the core of Papyrus Software’s new way of 
working. With applications running natively on all leading mobile 
devices, enterprise users can communicate, take actions, track 
events, send requests and receive notifications with direct back-office 
connectivity and smooth interactions with your CRM, BPM, ERP and 
database systems anytime and anywhere, even when out of the office. 
 
TRANSPARENCY AND TRACEABILITY
Papyrus delivers a central cockpit with all channels, users, tasks and 
activities presented in a unified view to understand which communi-
cation and process has taken place, when, with whom and via what 
channels (inbound and outbound), even when crossing channels in 
parallel conversations. 
 
BLOCKCHAIN-SECURED COLLABORATIVE 
CONTENT SERVICES – A BETTER WAY TO WORK
Are you wondering what to do next with your Content Services? 
Collecting all content (documents, e-mails, messages, voice, chat, 
photos, videos, drawings and processes) in a central depot increases 
agility and productivity of knowledge workers by providing all the 
information at their fingertips!
 
ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION (RPA) – A NEW BUZZWORD?
Training machines to intelligently recognize patterns in documents 
and messages highly automates unstructured content recognition. 
For many years, Papyrus has used this remarkable technology to 
increase efficiency, utilizing Papyrus Service Tasks to connect to back-
end systems. But what really improves business capability is the ‘User 
Trained Agent’ (UTA). It applies machine learning for interactive process 
discovery and pattern recognition. 
 
FACILITATED INTEGRATION WITH 
EXISTING APPLICATIONS AND DEVICES
Learn about the benefits of deploying standard SOA Adapters with sup-
port for a wide range of protocols in an Enterprise Service Bus.
• Online channels/portals – Web Services, REST, SOAP, HTTPS
• E-mail/notifications – SMTP, POP3, MAPI, IMAP, SMS
• Mainframe – JES 2/3 & CICS, MQ
• Databases – Oracle, DB2, MS-SQL, ODBC
• Business application integration – SAP, .Net, FILE, MQ, SNMP, CMIS

Entities
SOA, BIM, ACORD, HR, XRM

Activities
and Tasks

Content Inbound
& Outbound Mail

Rules & Goals

GUI
Desktop, Browser, MobileTemplate Library

Papyrus
WebRepository

PAPYRUS PLATFORM – THE HUB

OUTBOUND COMMUNICATIONS

OMNI-CHANNEL CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS
Your customers don’t care about communication channels – they 
want to start a transaction in one channel and continue it in another, 
without losing transparency and level of service. This requires a new 
Omni-channel engagement model that goes beyond disconnected 
channels, running seamlessly across touchpoints and communication 
channels with back-office integration in real time. The consistency of a 
conversation is ensured by linking all interactions to a customer case 
across the entire customer journey.

CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS – MARKETING JOURNEYS
Make use of communication campaigns as an integral part of your digital 
marketing. Attractive cross-channel template/message design and user- 
friendly campaign management with A/B testing can be automatically 
mailed at the best time of day or week, based on historical data and 
integrated with the existing CRM engine. 
 
CHANGE MANAGEMENT FOR 
DOCUMENTS – COST EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT
The new Business Designer provides a document/letter process solu-
tion with a highly efficient and cost-effective workflow from template 
creation through change management, approvals and version control 
to printing and e-delivery. 
 
E-INVOICING WITH AUTOMATED PAYMENT COLLECTION
E-invoicing has become an important topic around the world as com-
panies benefit from significant cost savings and enhanced compliance. 
Papyrus is ready for this global rollout and topics that go beyond. We 
can use data from any existing enterprise billing system, in any style 
and format – improving your payment cycle and cash flow with a multi- 
channel automatic time-triggered Payment Collection Process.

USER-TRAINED INBOUND 
E-MAIL AND DOCUMENT CAPTURE
Training machines to recognize documents and messages while contin-
uously optimizing data capture is a remarkable technology to increase 
efficiency. The new Business Designer supports non-technical users to 
ad-hoc train state-of-the-art classification processes for machine learn-
ing, utilizing pattern recognition to increase accuracy and efficiency of 
data capture in fix-form and free-form e-mails, scans, fax, PDFs, office 
documents and handwritten information.

INBOUND CAPTURE



THINK IN VALUE STREAMS
By utilizing a generic platform solution, the same enabling technology can be used over 
and over for any value stream and any use case in a number of ways. This versatility allows 
organizations to eliminate fragmented work and disjoined customer experience, bringing 
together people, departments and systems across the enterprise to achieve a common goal.

Adaptive Case Management (ACM) puts users at the center of a process and allows them to intervene and apply their judgment and expertise 
to adapt to business situations and create exactly what they need, when they need it – achieving the best possible outcomes. ACM empowers the 
business to model its ‘value streams’ with detailed processes and rules.

A value stream typically starts with an incoming request via phone, e-mail, portal or printed letter. Such requests can be handled in an automated 
way or may require human judgment – employees who have the right skills, availability and authority to handle specific types of requests. Work does 
not need a predefined flow, it requires clear goals and authority assigned to a specific performer.

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT – THE WAY TO CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT EXCELLENCE
Most customer service solutions can’t keep up with today’s customer engagement requirements. Customers want to experience a quick and correct 
response the first time using their preferred communication channel. Companies are looking to deliver satisfying and accurate services while raising 
employee efficiency. Papyrus Ticketing serves as a new system of engagement across a number of departments, helping companies increase 
employee productivity and deliver top-notch service for enhanced customer satisfaction.

CUSTOMER CONTACT CENTER – HERE EVERY INTERACTION COUNTS
The value Papyrus Software can bring to your Customer Contact Center is a central cockpit containing contact history, access to customer data, 
documents and communication channels in a single user interface. Agents can work in different ways toward a common goal in a 360-degree view 
of the customer and can directly accept requests via telephone, video call and other channels (e-mail, letter, chat etc.) in a single cockpit.

Business Value Streams

Value Stream: Request Service

Papyrus Converse is the key innovation that gives business professionals the power to design their Value 
Streams and materialize ideas accurately and quickly. With easy access to expert technology through a 
radically simplified interface, users can create and execute processes without design, creating their own 
conversational business applications and delivering outcomes at speed and scale with no coding needed. 
This technology you cannot afford to overlook.

Handle
Registration

READY TO START BUILDING VALUE STREAMS?

EXPERIENCE A MIND SHIFT



THINK IN VALUE STREAMS
SOLUTIONS CENTER 
THE HEART OF THE OPEN HOUSE

Document Design with Business DesignerBusiness Value Stream mapping with Business Designer

User-Trained Capture – User Trains Machine

A Cockpit for Enterprise Job Management
Enterprise Mobile Platform

Business Applications

Customer and Employee Onboarding

Business Correspondence

Claims and Defect Management

Dashboard and Reporting

Enterprise Reporting – Create Your Own Reports

How to Deploy Papyrus in the Cloud

Portal Nodes 
With load balancing 
e.g. HP-UX 

Domain Controller Node 
e.g. AIX 

Formatting Node/ADF 
e.g. z/OS 

Client Node 
e.g. Windows 

Archiving Node 
e.g. Solaris 

Client Node 
e.g. Linux 

LAN/WAN 
Cloud, Docker 

Web Browser 
MS IE, Mozilla, Chrome 
 

Intranet / 
Internet 

MS Sharepoint 
Webparts 

 

Mobile Node 
iOS, Android 

@
Print

Remains a
critical path Email

Including full
bounce handling

SMS
Direct to mobiles

with personalized
messages and 

hyperlinks

Social
Deliver to Facebook

Twitter, etc.

Mobile
Lands directly in

your dedicated appArchive
Store in WebArchive

or deliver to your
own archive

Multi-Channel
Delivery



SPEAKING SESSION

KEYNOTE: THE HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE TO THE IT GALAXY
Max J. Pucher – CTO, Papyrus Software
Global IT expenditures are predicted to pass $5 Trillion in 2020 with 15-20% being focused on software development. The biggest problem is predicted 
to be the lack of qualified staff. In-house software coding will virtually cease to exist. Outsourcing has reduced the ability to compete in current market 
dynamics. What is the impact of this on large corporations that need to completely revamp their application landscape? This keynote delivers a guide 
on how mobile applications in the large enterprise can deliver competitive customer-focused value streams to a younger, more flexible workforce.

ENABLING BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT BY THINKING IN VALUE STREAMS
Annemarie Pucher – CEO, Papyrus Software
A value stream typically starts with an incoming request per phone, e-mail, portal or printed letter. Such requests can be handled in an automated way 
(RPA) or may require human judgment by employees who have the right skills, availability and authority to handle specific types of requests.

09.00

09.45

10.30

UNIFIED DOCUMENT AND MESSAGE DESIGN FOR DIGITAL AND TRADITIONAL BUSINESS
Attractive cross-channel template/message design is supported by the user-friendly Business Designer achieving consistency and a ‘One Company - 
One Voice’ superior customer experience (CX).

CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS – MARKETING JOURNEYS
Experience how business teams can manage and create campaigns for a multi-channel delivery, capturing all communication events and allowing for 
automated and interactive response management.

A COCKPIT FOR ‘END-TO-END’ ENTERPRISE JOB MANAGEMENT
Move beyond disconnected Omni-Channel communications and control your outbound channels and the feedback loop in a unified dashboard for the Operator.

11.00

11.45

12.10

DOW JONES: BEST PRACTICES USING PAPYRUS SOFTWARE
Diana Caballero, Director Program Management, Dow Jones

12.30

CUSTOMER CONTACT & SERVICE CENTER – ALL ROADS LEAD TO CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Solutions must go beyond isolated communication channels, website, e-mail, social, mobile, chat, scans and make information seamlessly available to 
employees and systems in a 360-degree view. Transparency and increased efficiency support the end goal of enhancing customer experience.
TICKETING AND INCIDENT MANAGEMENT – A UNIFIED UI MAKES SERVICE TEAMS MORE PRODUCTIVE
Papyrus Ticketing serves as a new system of engagement across a number of departments, helping companies increase employee productivity and 
deliver top-notch service for enhanced customer satisfaction.
E-INVOICING MULTI-CHANNEL PAYMENT COLLECTION PROCESS – FOR IMPROVED CASH FLOW
Papyrus e-invoice design and delivery in PDF/HTML and UBL/XML is a full life-cycle solution. But what improves your e-invoice process even more is the 
integration with the payment data, automated by rules (A/B testing) and the multi-channel mailing process.

14.00

DISCUSS TOPICS WITH PAPYRUS SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT AND SOLUTION ARCHITECTS
• Translating company goals into a strategy that consolidates ECM, CRM and BPM
• Optimizing your investment by building an agile communication platform for the future
• Discuss the requirements for the business graphical user interface (GUI)
• Integrating inbound and outbound communication as a business need

17.30

MONDAY, 27 APRIL SESSIONS

COFFEE BREAK

SPEAKING SESSIONS

GUEST SPEAKER

13.00

LUNCH

SOLUTIONS SHOWCASE PANEL

15.30

COFFEE BREAK

ASK THE EXPERTS

08.30

WELCOME COFFEE



KEYNOTE: OMNI-CHANNEL COMMUNICATION – 
A HUB FOR DIGITAL & TRADITIONAL INTERACTIONS
Annemarie Pucher – CEO, Papyrus Software
Excellence in Omni-Channel support requires a CCM platform for achieving an outstanding customer experience.

BLOCKCHAIN-SECURED COLLABORATIVE CONTENT SERVICES – A BETTER WAY TO WORK
Knowledge workers need all information at their fingertips for collaborative work in a case. They must find, view, send and possibly resend information. 
WebPortal access to documents and e-mails utilizes the short-term WebArchive to control and monitor real-time, responsive communications with 
back-office user integration.

INTEGRATING WITH EXISTING APPLICATIONS AND LEGACY SYSTEMS
Simplified integration, interoperability and connectivity require an SOA handshake integration agreement – platform independent and loosely 
coupled – between the enterprise business application and the Papyrus Platform.

09.00

09.30

10.00

ADVANCED CAPTURE AUTOMATES ALL INBOUND MAIL CHANNELS
User-trained Capture and teaching the machine to improve the intelligent data capture is a remarkable technology provided by the Papyrus Business 
Designer as a part of the Capture framework. All inbound channels are managed by one single definition and by events, routing mail through the 
optional steps of classification, extraction and validation and finally into the business workplace.

ADAPTIVE CASE MANAGEMENT – BUILDING YOUR VALUE STREAMS
See the full range from straight-through processes through dynamic processes to completely unstructured processes. ACM puts people at the center 
of a process and allows them to intervene and apply their judgment to adapt to concrete business situations and achieve best possible outcomes. ACM 
empowers the business to model its Value Streams with detailed processes and rules.

PAPYRUS CONVERSE – TECHNOLOGY YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO IGNORE
Experience a mind-shift. With a radically simplified user interface, businesses can create and execute processes without design, creating their own 
conversational business applications and delivering outcomes at speed and scale with no coding needed. This brings a whole new perspective on 
implementation of business Value Streams.

11.00

11.30

12.00

IDC:  MODERNIZATION OF CONTENT AND COMMUNICATION 
SERVICES TO DISCOVER NEW STREAMS OF CONNECTIVITY
Marci Maddox, IDC Research Director, Enterprise Content Strategies
Disruption is all around us and things are moving faster than we ever thought possible. Drawing from the findings of IDC content and communications 
research, improving customer experience and digital transformation continue to be high-strategic priorities in today’s always-connected world. Learn 
how digital transformation involves thinking in terms of business value streams, not just singular communications, where you can unleash the power of 
connections that make a significant and positive difference to your business.

12.30

ENTERPRISE MOBILE PLATFORM – THE NEW WAY OF WORKING MOBILE
Enterprise Mobility is in the core of the new ways of working. Learn about best practices for going mobile and see applications running natively on all 
leading mobile devices. Smooth interactions with your CRM, BPM, ERP and database systems are possible even when out of the office. Hear real-world 
success stories and cautionary tales.

A CENTRAL HUB FOR ALL BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
A digital communication platform brings maximum value when used as a central hub. Spanning across physical and digital it drives customer 
experience with support for high-volume output, interactive communication and real-time digital messages with feedback loop. You can overcome 
digital transformation challenges by taking a strategic approach!

14.30

15.00

TUESDAY, 28 APRIL SESSIONS

08.30

WELCOME COFFEE

SPEAKING SESSION

10.30

COFFEE BREAK

SPEAKING SESSION

ANALYST SESSION

13.00

LUNCH

SPEAKING SESSION



MONDAY, 27 APRIL

OPENING KEYNOTE: The Hitchhiker’s 
Guide to the IT Galaxy

KEYNOTE: Enabling Business Engagement by 
Thinking in Value Streams

Networking coffee break

DISCUSSION: The Digital Transformation 
Roadmap

CASE STUDY: Dow Jones – Best Practices 
using Papyrus Software

Lunch

SOLUTION SHOWCASE PANEL:
• Customer Contact Center
• Ticketing and Incident Management
• E-Invoicing with Multi-Channel Payment 

Collection

Networking coffee break

DISCUSSION: Improving the Content Supply 
Chain for a Better Way to Work

DISCUSSION: How can RPA/AI and machine 
learning impact document capture and 
content services?

09.00

09.45

10.30

11.00

12.30

13.00

14.00

15.30

16.00

17.00

TUESDAY, 28 APRIL

KEYNOTE: Omni-Channel Communication – 
A Hub for digital and traditional interactions

DISCUSSION: Designing for Omni-Channel – 
A Redesign Project

Networking coffee break

SOLUTION SHOWCASE: Unified Omni-
Channel design, integrated process design 
and operations hub

ANALYST SESSION: IDC Report: 
Modernization of Content and Communication 
Services to Discover New Streams of Connectivity

Lunch

DISCUSSION: Ready to start building Value 
Streams?

09.00

9.30

10.30

11.00

12.30

13.00

14.30

This seminar is dedicated to enterprise management 
and directors who like to exchange experience and ideas 
with their peers on strategic IT subjects. The ISIS Papyrus 
Executives will present four short presentations including 
different perspectives of important current and future IT 
topics and how to leverage more of your current Papyrus 
investment. This will lead into a moderated, interactive 
communication exchange and open discussion.

The MANAGEMENT CIRCLE SEMINAR 
offers inspiring interdisciplinary topics 
and engages participants in interesting 
discussions in a relaxing atmosphere.

MODERATED by Industry Experts

Diana G. 
Caballero, 

Director 
Program 

Management, 
Dow Jones

Marci 
Maddox, 

IDC Research 
Director, 

Enterprise 
Content 

Strategies

Balint 
Ladanyi, 
Regional 
Head of 
IT, Agfa 

Healthcare

Hans 
Schlömer, 

IT Project and 
Customer 

Management, 
HDI Insurance

ManagementCIRCLESeminar

ManagementCIRCLESeminar



LABS & 
WORKSHOPS

MONDAY, 27 APRIL

BUILDING BUSINESS VALUE STREAMS
• Learn the fundamentals of a case setup
• Define event-driven business processes
• Use the Business Designer leveraging the ACM Framework Solution
• Use correspondence and inbound mail in process-driven business applications

USER-TRAINED DOCUMENT CAPTURE
• Intelligent classification, content extraction and automated distribution
• Business Designer user-trained processes
• User-supported ‘Lasso’ functionality
• Inbound mail routing into inbox  
• Archiving – short-term, long-term, search

DOCUMENT DESIGN WITH BUSINESS DESIGNER
• Data interface definition
• Template design, single source across print/PDF/HTML
• Change/Release Management – from development to production
• Creating document Wizards
• Interactive text editing and letter writing
• Sign-off, text and content compare

DESIGN YOUR OWN CAMPAIGN
• Design for multi-channel delivery  
• Creating and reusing marketing content
• Process and rule definition   
• A/B Testing
• Reporting and Monitoring

11.00

12.00

15.30

16.30

TUESDAY, 28 APRIL

PLATFORM CONFIGURATION
• System architecture and typical solution setups
• User creation and authorization concepts
• Change and Release Management
• Scalability, load balancing and reliability
• Definition of backup procedures
• Preparing for production

OUTPUT MANAGEMENT – OMNI-CHANNEL PRINT & E-DELIVERY
• Bundle and sort outbound mail in the central pool
• Learn how to further automate document delivery to e-channels
• Setup delivery rules, allow for feedback loop and reporting
• Design your print and e-delivery processes
• Experience how documents are optimized 

with channel-specific content at time of delivery

MOBILE BUSINESS APPS
• Learn how to create your own dashboard
• Define the business process that can be 

performed on mobile
• Set up a new existing Correspondence 

Framework Document Wizard on the Creator

13.30

14.30

15.30

“Yet another fantastic Open 

House. I enjoyed the visit to 

Vienna and the workshops 

in particular. Value cannot 

be placed more on the 

opportunity to network with 

other users of you products.”

– JB Martin, Nordea, 

Denmark



GUEST 
SPEAKERS

MONDAY, 27 APRIL

DOW JONES: BEST PRACTICES USING PAPYRUS SOFTWARE
Diana Caballero, Director Program Management, Dow Jones
How Dow Jones used an agile delivery approach to incrementally roll out Papyrus Software across 
its Finance Teams – harnessing the tool for our business practices while navigating compliance 
concerns. Among its goals for this initiative, the Dow Jones team developed content-centric processes 
and invoice consolidation to present a more seamless customer experience.

12.30

TUESDAY, 28 APRIL

IDC:  MODERNIZATION OF CONTENT AND COMMUNICATION 
SERVICES TO DISCOVER NEW STREAMS OF CONNECTIVITY
Marci Maddox, IDC Research Director, Enterprise Content Strategies
Disruption is all around us and things are moving faster than we ever thought possible. Drawing from 
the findings of IDC content and communications research, improving customer experience and digital 
transformation continue to be high-strategic priorities in today’s always-connected world. Learn how digital 
transformation involves thinking in terms of business value streams, not just singular communications, where 
you can unleash the power of connections that make a significant and positive difference to your business.

12.30

WHO SHOULD ATTEND – TARGET AUDIENCE

Customer Experience Digital Transformation Customer Communications



Papyrus Software Park
Papyrus Platz 1
2345 Brunn am Gebirge
Austria

CONFERENCE LOCATION

To register for the ISIS Papyrus Open House and 
User Conference 2020, please register online:
www.isis-papyrus.com/register-ohe

REGISTRATION

Sessions will be held in English and German.

LANGUAGE

ISIS Papyrus will provide lunch on both conference days 
at the Papyrus Software Park.

MEALS

Participation at the Open House and User Conference is 
free of charge. Registration is required.

FEES

The local currency is the Euro. Most major credit cards 
are accepted.

CURRENCY

Please contact: 
Papyrus Software
T: +43-2236-27551-0
E-mail: events@isis-papyrus.com
Papyrus Platz 1
2345 Brunn am Gebirge
Austria

FOR MORE INFORMATION

GENERAL INFORMATION

We have reserved rooms at three nearby hotels:
(subject to availability)

Hotel Babenbergerhof
www.babenbergerhof.com
Babenbergergasse 6, 2340 Mödling
The Hotel Babenbergerhof is located close to the 
conference in Mödling, on the outskirts of Vienna.
Costs: room rates €92 for comfort room for single 
use per night including breakfast buffet

Eventhotel Pyramide
www.eventhotel-pyramide.com
Parkallee 2, 2334 Vösendorf
The Eventhotel Pyramide is located close to the 
conference and 30 minutes from Vienna’s city 
center by train.
Costs: room rates starting at €100 for comfort room 
for single use per night including breakfast buffet

Hotel Rainers21
www.rainer-hotels.at/en/rainers21
Campus21, 2345 Brunn am Gebirge
Rainers21 is located at Campus 21 within 10 
walking minutes from the conference.
Costs: room rates starting at €83 for comfort room 
for single use per night including breakfast buffet 

On Monday and Tuesday mornings, a shuttle bus 
will bring guests from the hotels to the conference 
in Brunn am Gebirge.

HOTEL RESERVATIONS

Please join us for a classic Viennese evening at the legendary 
Hotel Sacher – the premier hotel and social meeting point since 
1876 opposite the State Opera. Join us for a delightful reception, 
as this unique hotel will spoil you with its tradition and charm 
that has made it one of Austria’s cultural ambassadors. We will 
then enjoy a delicious seated gala dinner in the nearby Gerstner’s 
Salons Privés, together with you – our highly valued guests. 
We kindly ask for your registration.

A private bus shuttle will take guests from all conference hotels to 
the event. The bus shuttle will depart the hotels at 17:00 and return 
around midnight.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED: 
ISIS PAPYRUS GALA DINNER



ISIS Papyrus Worldwide
International Headquarters, 
Austria

ISIS Papyrus Europe AG 
Papyrus Platz 1 
A-2345 Brunn/Gebirge 
T: +43-2236-27551 
F: +43-2236-21081 
E-mail: info@isis-papyrus.com

US Headquarters

ISIS Papyrus America, Inc. 
301 Bank St   
Southlake, Texas 76092 
T: +1-817-416-2345

Asia-Pacific Headquarters

ISIS Papyrus Asia Pacific Ltd 
9 Temasek Blvd. #29-01  
Suntec City Tower 2  
Singapore 038989 
T: +65-6339-8719

Italy

ISIS Papyrus Italy Srl 
via Monte Navale 11  
10015 Ivrea (TO)
T: +39-0125-6455-00

France 

ISIS Papyrus France SARL 
21, Rue Vernet   
75008 Paris  
T: +33-1-47 20 08 99

United Kingdom

ISIS Papyrus UK Ltd. 
Watership Barn  
Kingsclere Business Park 
Union Lane, Kingsclere  
Hants, RG20 4SW 
T: +44-1635-299849

Germany

ISIS Papyrus Deutschland 
GmbH 
Heerdter Lohweg 81  
40549 Düsseldorf 
T: +43-2236-27551

Nordics

ISIS Papyrus Nordics ApS 
Science Park Scion DTU 
Diplomvej 381 
2800 Lyngby, Denmark 
T: +45 8827 6170

Spain

ISIS Thot SL. 
Sainz de la Calleja, 14  
28023 Madrid
T: +34-91-307-78-41 
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“Practice-oriented and interesting lectures, direct discussions 

and exchange of experiences with other customers.”

– Gerald Holzer, Generali Insurance


